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15 CFR Subtitle A (1–1–10 Edition)
examiner may make such orders and
determinations regarding the admissibility of evidence, conduct of examination and cross-examination, and similar matters which the examiner deems
necessary or appropriate to ensure orderliness in the proceedings and fundamental fairness to the parties. There
shall be no discovery unless agreed to
by the parties and ordered by the examiner. The hearing shall not be open
to the public unless the former employee or the former employee’s representative waives the right to a closed
hearing, in which case the examiner
shall determine whether the hearing
will be open to the public.
(e) Ex-parte communications. The
former employee, the former employee’s representative, and the agency representative shall not make any exparte communications to the examiner
concerning the merits of the allegations against the former employee
prior to the issuance of the initial decision.
(f) Initial decision. (1) The proposed
sanctions shall be sustained in an initial decision upon a determination by
the examiner that the preponderance of
the evidence indicated a violation of
post-employment statutes or regulations.
(2) The examiner shall issue an initial decision which is based exclusively
on the transcript of testimony and exhibits together with all papers and requests filed in connection with the proceeding and which sets forth all findings of fact and conclusions of law relevant to the matter at issue.
(3) The initial decision shall become
final thirty days after issuance if there
has been no appeal filed under § 0.735–
48.
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(4) A statement that the former employee has the right to submit documentary evidence to the Director if a
hearing is not requested and an explanation of the method of submitting
such evidence and the date by which it
must be received; and
(5) A statement of the sanctions
which have been proposed.
§ 0.735–46 Hearing.
(a) Examiner. (1) Upon timely receipt
of a request for a hearing, the Director
shall refer the matter to the Assistant
Secretary who shall appoint an examiner to conduct the hearing and render
an initial decision.
(2) The examiner shall be impartial,
shall not be an individual who has participated in any manner in the decision
to initiate the proceedings, and shall
not have been employed under the immediate supervision of the former employee or have been employed under a
common immediate supervisor. The examiner shall be admitted to practice
law and have suitable experience and
training to conduct the hearing, reach
a determination and render an initial
decision in an equitable manner.
(b) Time, date, and place. The hearing
shall be conducted at a reasonable
time, date, and place as set by the examiner. In setting the date, the examiner shall give due regard to the need
for both parties to adequately prepare
for the hearing and the importance of
expeditiously
resolving
allegations
that may be damaging to the former
employee’s reputation.
(c) Former employee’s rights. At a hearing, the former employee shall have
the right:
(1) To represent himself or herself or
to be represented by counsel,
(2) To introduce and examine witnesses and to submit physical evidence,
(3) To confront and cross-examine adverse witnesses,
(4) To present oral argument, and
(5) To receive a transcript or recording of the proceedings, on request.
(d) Procedure and evidence. In a hearing under this subpart, the Federal
Rules of Evidence and Civil Procedure
do not apply but the examiner shall exclude irrelevant or unduly repetitious
evidence and all testimony shall be
taken under oath or affirmation. The

§ 0.735–47

Decision absent a hearing.

(a) If the former employee does not
request a hearing in a timely manner,
the Director shall make an initial decision on the basis of information compiled in the investigation, and any submissions made by the former employee.
(b) The proposed sanction or a lesser
included sanction shall be imposed if
the record indicates a violation of postemployment statutes or regulations by
a preponderance of the evidence.
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(c) The initial decision shall become
final thirty days after issuance if there
has been no appeal filed under § 0.735–
48.
§ 0.735–48

of former employees against whom
sanctions have been imposed.
§ 0.735–50 Judicial review.
Any former employee found to have
violated 18 U.S.C. 207, or regulations
issued thereunder, by a final administrative decision under this subpart
may seek judicial review of the administrative determination.

Administrative appeal.

(a) Within 30 days after issuance of
the initial decision, either party may
appeal the initial decision or any portion thereof to the Assistant Secretary. The opposing party shall have
20 days to respond.
(b) If an appeal is filed, the Assistant
Secretary shall issue a final decision
which shall be based solely on the
record, or portions thereof cited by the
parties to limit issues, and the appeal
and response. The Assistant Secretary
shall also decide whether to impose the
proposed sanction or a lesser included
sanction.
(c) If the final decision modifies or
reverses the initial decision, it shall
state findings of fact and conclusions
of law which differ from the initial decision.
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APPENDIX A TO PART 0—STATUTES GOVERNING CONDUCT OF FEDERAL EMPLOYEES

There are numerous statutes pertaining to
the ethical and other conduct of Federal employees, far too many to attempt to list
them all. Consequently, only the more important ones of general applicability are referred to in this appendix.
A. BRIBERY AND GRAFT

.01 Title 18, U.S.C., section 201, prohibits
anyone from bribing or attempting to bribe a
public official by corruptly giving, offering,
or promising him or any person selected by
him, anything of value with intent (a) to influence any official act by him, (b) to influence him to commit or allow any fraud on
the United States, or (c) to induce him to do
or omit to do any act in violation of his lawful duty. As used in section 201, ‘‘Public officials’’ is broadly defined to include officers,
employees, and other persons carrying on activities for or on behalf of the Government.
.02 Section 201 also prohibits a public official’s solicitation or acceptance of, or agreement to take, a bribe. In addition, it forbids
offers or payments to, and solicitations or
receipt by, a public official of anything of
value ‘‘for or because of’’ any official act performed or to be performed by him.
.03 Section 201 further prohibits the offering to or the acceptance by a witness of anything of value involving intent to influence
his testimony at a trial, Congressional hearing, or agency proceeding. A similar provision applies to witnesses ‘‘for or because of’’
testimony given or to be given. The provisions summarized in this section do not preclude lawful witness fees, travel and subsistence expenses, or reasonable compensation
for expert testimony.

Sanctions.

(a) If there has been a final determination that the former employee has
violated post-employment statutes or
regulations, the Director shall impose,
subject to the authority of the Assistant Secretary under § 0.735–48(b), the
sanction which was proposed in the notice to the former employee or a lesser
included sanction.
(b) Sanctions which may be imposed
include:
(1) Prohibiting the former employee
from making, on behalf of any other
person except the United States, any
formal or informal appearance before
or, with the intent to influence, any
oral or written communication to the
Department or any organizational subunit thereof on any matter of business
for a period not to exceed five years;
and
(2) Other appropriate disciplinary action.
(c) The Director may enforce the
sanctions of paragraph (b)(1) of this
section by directing any or all employees to refuse to participate in any such
appearance or to accept any such communication. As a method of enforcement, the Director may establish a list

B. COMPENSATION TO OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES
IN MATTERS AFFECTING THE GOVERNMENT

.01 Title 18, U.S.C., section 203, prohibits
an officer or employee from receiving compensation for services rendered for others before a Federal department or agency in matters in which the Government is a party or is
interested.
.02 Section 203 applies to a special Government employee as follows:
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